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• Calendar
• Jr. Pheasant Hunt
• Chapter Photos

Treasure’s Report:
Beginning Bal $1280
Expenses

$240

Deposits

$292

Ending Bal

Well it may be August but the hunting season is just around the corner and many of us
are gearing up for it. One of the better hunts in the region is the Mexicali Pheasant
hunt in Mexico. Darrel Dalton has hunted in Mexicali the past few years and very
pleased with the bird contact south of the border. He sent in a picture from last year.
Darrell has ran Molly (GSP) female in the Utility test and scored a Prize III/143 and
looks to improve on that score by testing her later this year. Molly is currently with
Bob Worrel, a pro-handler in Gorman, CA. Molly will be force fetched in the coming
months and return home a finished hunting companion.

$1433

Solicitation:
We are accepting stories, pictures and local
advertising and sponsors.

Top Dog: Mudbone Proud Mary (Emm)
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Desensitized

Mudbone Proud Mary (Vizsla) Female
She is now 10 months old the picture shows
a much younger girl with a pigeon in her possession. She is currently with Warren Eizman, pro-handler out of Anza, CA. Emm
will be on the AKC field trial circuit for a
time to evaluate her potential in that arena.

7-8
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Schedule of
Events
• 6/13 San Diego

Training Day
@ Fiesta Island

August 2011
Sun

• 6/20 Inland Empire

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

11

12

13

Training Day @ San
Jacinto Wildlife Area

• 6/21 So Cal Train-

ing Day @ Prado

Guido’s T.D.

7

8

9

10
Guido’s T.D.

San Diego

T.D.

• Every Wednesday &

Sunday Guido Dei
and the Southern
California chapter
members meet at
Prado for additional
training

14

Empire Chapter Test
@ San Jacinto Wildlife Area/Elsinore
Ponds

• 1/20-22/11

San Diego Chapter
hosts the NAVHDA
Annual meeting @
The Dana Resort

16

17

18

19

Guido’s T.D.

21 So Cal

22

T.D.

School

28

29

Future Dates
• 10/8-9/11 Inland

15

Back 2

23

24

20 Inland
Empire T.D.

25

26

27

Guido’s T.D.

30

31
Guido’s T.D

The Right Fit
In 2008, I had two litters of puppies out of Destiny and Olive and Great Oak’s
Kennel was established. Many of the owner’s came by Gundog Breeder’s website and the
remainder by referral. As for my part, it was about finding the right fit for each dog and
that was based upon good, loving and hunting homes and a gentleman’s handshake to
enter a natural ability test for the following spring. Most of the owners kept that promise,
one in particular Brett Marek owner of Great Oak’s Wild One AKA “Beau”, out of
Olive’s litter, earned an NA PrizeI/112. He was hooked! He began showing up at our
training days with the other handlers from Destiny’s litter. I was quietly pleased. Brett
demonstrated a great deal of eagerness in training his dog. In time, he saw the need to
force fetch his dog. He did all the work himself and had a great deal success. Soon, he
found himself practicing for the utility test. Beau excelled in his training and Brett

Carol Cronk
Treasurer

became more confident in their teamwork. Both earned a UT Score 200/Prize II and
later a Prize I/204. They were the right fit for each other and they are eager to work
towards the Invitational test.
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President’s Message from Cliff Fleming

Cliff Fleming
President

It seems like Summer is flying by – just a few more weekends and the dove opener
will be upon us. This brings me to our first August event: our next training day
on August 20th. I will have homing pigeons but no quail until at least midSeptember. Please contact Gabby or Mike if you want to purchase Chukars.
For those of you who missed last week’s training session we had representatives
from the San Diego Chapter discussing the upcoming annual meeting to be held
in San Diego this year. Great opportunity meet the biggest names in NAVHDA
and see what is in store for our organizations future. There will also be great
seminars. One that I am really interested in is Rick Smith’s seminar. He is the
father of the silent method of dog training. His seminars usually costs upwards of
$500.00 The San Diego Chapter is also asking for volunteers if you can help out
in any way or just want to attend the meeting. Check out their website: sandiegonavhda.com.
Hope everybody is enjoying summer, have fun training and I’ll see you on the
20th.

Mike Shepherd
Vice President

Handler’s Clinic

Kraig Dix
Web Master

Jim Bellmeyer
Secretary
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Training Tip: Force Fetch: Part I By Brett Marek
The table is one of the most important tools in training. The table allows the handler to create a strict environment where handlers introduces the aspects of standing still (steadiness) and force fetch both of which are needed in the advance levels of testing and training. The
height of the table takes the dog out of its comfort zone making it easier to handle. This is exactly what new handlers need. Most likely
this is the first time the dog actually looks at the handler for guidance. This is our opportunity to exercise some leadership skills. With out
emotion or commands make the dog walk with a leash back and forth on the table until it gradually gains confidence. Handler will see
improvements in several sessions. Now that the dog accepts the table, then add in the chain as an additional restriction. The chain is
secured to an above pole that slides along as the dog moves up and down the table. Check the length of the chain to accommodate the
dog’s size, anticipate the dog leaping from the table so make the length long enough to just partially hang the dog if it jumps, but long
enough not to choke. This will restrict its mobility to just the table with out the aid of the handler. The dog must accept the fact that it
will have to stay on the table and surrender to the situation. The common reaction is the dog jumps off the table and looks to the handler
for assistance. Another opportunity to provider leadership to the dog, wait a moment to see if the dog gets itself out of the situation. If
not, walk over without emotion or commands and tug on the chain in an upwards motion, try not to do all the work. After this lesson is
learned, walk the dog up and down the table until it accepts the table confidently. At this time, introduce the stand (whoa) position to the
dog, not the command. One hand thru the neck collar and the other hand on the flank (stomach) position with males handle just forward
of its package. Do not be pre-occupied or worried with the tail’s position, some handlers like to reposition the tail up but it’s not a concern at this time.
The dog’s neck is placed in a collar cinched on a post. This is an additional restriction and the dog must accept and surrender to its new
environment. The collar should be fascine so that two fingers can easily fit between collar and neck. Initially, the dog will exhibit a sense
of helplessness and look to the handler for an out. Again the handler is in a position of leadership, most likely for many new handlers it
might be that this is the first time the dog has ever looked to the handler in this manner knowing what to do next is important. There will
be some resistance to this situation. The dog might behave in the following manner: head and body tug in every direction, sitting and side
to side movement, arching of the back and finally vocalization. Handle dog at P.O.C. (point of contact) the neck and/or flank. One hand
through the collar and other hand on the stomach and cinch firmly, lift up and place the dog in the appropriate position of standing still
until the dog settles down and surrenders to the situation. It might take a strong lift by the handler and keep rear end suspended so the
feet have no foundation. The dog begins to realize gravity of the situation and surrenders. Start sacking out the dog (light, soothing hand
strokes) until visual signs of submission such as a change in breathing, feet still and a relaxed head or body. The dog must submit to all of
the handling. Pet the dog with soft and slow strokes creating a calming effect over the dog’s head and shoulder and then moving to the
dog’s legs. If the dog turns its head facing away from the handlers adjust the head forward to the front and when the dog allows the handler to lift its legs without resisting then it’s demonstrating a submissive behavior. The dog will resist at first but after several sessions it will
submit to handler’s touch. The desired look is to have a dog that stands still and looks forward
This stage the dog is introduced to the hold. Handler teaches the hold with his hands. Wearing gloves, he places one hand over the head
of the dog to lift back the upper lips and push in with his thumb and middle finger to pry-open the mouth and with his off hand and place
index and middle finger into it’s mouth and use thumb to grasp. Practice this technique by joining index and middle finger together and
tap them to the thumb. The thumb acts as an anchor on the lower jaw of the dog providing greater control as the dog pulls, jerks and
expels objects. Then take the other hand and tap on the bridge of the nose as the upper part of the mouth opens to repel the object.
Some dogs may act as if gagging. Remain firm and quiet during this activity. If dog gives a really good fight then take the hand which is
free and grab an adequate amount of skin from the upper neck area and pull up and back. Other manifestations of defiance will be in the
dog’s body language such as sitting, collapsing its entire body or pulling back its head from the collar. The handler can accommodate the
dog with a chain/strap placed around its waist from the above bar. After the dog accepts the glove change objects and use the dolly because
if there is any negative association it will be with the dolly and not a bumper. This allows the handler to continue play fetch with bumper.
A dolly in the shape of a dump bell will condition the dog to grab at the center of any object, bumper or bird. Now, place the wooden
dolly in the mouth of the dog carefully placing the dolly behind the canines and pulling back any part of the lip that might be pinched.
Once in its mouth, place one hand in a clinched fist underneath dog’s chin and provided gentle taps when needed. A reaction by most
dogs will be to move their head away and with an open free hand place it on side of the dog’s nose and maneuver the head back and facing
front. When the dog drops the dolly which is to be expected, quickly place dolly back into mouth as described above and follow with a
clenched fist upward tap to the lower jaw with each additional drop increase the upward tap on the lower jaw. In time, the dog will hold
with longer intervals of time. Handler needs to check for compliance (work through distractions) such as the distance between dog and
handler, multiple people in the area, unusual sounds (garage door, car’s driving by, radio, TV). Dogs will test these situations so be quick
to respond in the same manner as above. Once the dogs demonstrates compliance then take it on a walk with the dolly as the it drops the
dolly handler make the correction and continue on the walk around the neighborhood and experience new distractions.
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San Diego Junior Pheasant Hunt
And
Safari Club International
Is Sponsoring
The first
2011 Dove Tune-Up for Kids
16 Years and Younger
(Hunter Safety Certificate Required)
When: August 27, 2011
07:30 to 12:00
Where: Palomar Sportsmen’s Club
Near Ranchita at the end of Chimney Rock Rd.
What to bring:
Eye and Ear Protection
(We will provide them, but you should have your own)
Your shotgun, 12 or 20 gauge (We will provide Youth
20 gauge Remington 870’s)
DO NOT BRING YOUR OWN AMMUNITION
The youth will be shooting with instructors at trap type going away targets and
over head incoming targets.
Each youth will shoot approximately 20 rounds.
Contact: Doug Streed, ddstreed@hotmail.com if you plan to attend. We are
planning on 50 youth.
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Is Your Dog Desensitized To Your Commands?
By Sharon Potter and Rick Smith

First Published in Pointing Dog Journal

Over the years, we’ve covered several training topics related to desensitizing your dog, such as gunfire or fixing the gun-shy dog. In
these cases, we want the dog to consider the sound of the gun to be background noise and not attach any kind of fear or major attention to it. This requires a dog to be more interested in something else (birds, birds, and more birds!) while it gets used to the sound
and learns to relate it to the birds and the fun. This is good desensitization training.
There’s another kind of desensitizing that people do that’s not so good. In fact it’s downright harmful. And the worst part is that we
usually don’t even realize we’ve done it. We desensitize our dogs to our commands and cues. This makes both hunting and training
harder, because we’ve created a situation where we now have to do way more than we should to get a response from our dogs.
The numerous ways we teach our dogs to not respond to our cues are, for the most part, linked together. One leads to another,
which starts the snowball rolling downhill fast. The problem usually begins with repeating a verbal command. Say we try calling our
dog in by saying, “Here!” but nothing happens. So we repeat the command.
Still no reaction from the dog, in fact, good old Spot looks our way and then meanders off on his own. Now we turn to shouting at
full volume and with some serious frustration (and perhaps a few more colorful words) added to our voice. The neighbors hear you a
quarter-mile away, and good old Spot finally decides he’d better quit what he’s doing and come to you. Or maybe he decides to go
the opposite direction because he doesn’t want to deal with an angry person. This happens several times a day and has gotten to be
standard practice and the dog’s house. And when your dog finally does come to you, it sure doesn’t look confident or happy about
it, which is a reflection of the anger and frustration it’s gotten from its handler.
What just happened?
First of all, if the dog finally comes when you get to the third time or more and are yelling, you’ve taught it to count to three and wait
for your loud voice. It knows exactly how many times it can ignore you before it finally has to give in and listen. Your dog also has
learned that it only has to come when you shout at it at full volume; it’s become desensitized to anything but that routine.
Why did it happen?
The best answer is inconsistency on the part of the dog’s trainer. When the dog was learning to come, it was taught via handler inconsistency to ignore, or become desensitized to, quiet commands.
How do we fix it?
As with training in general, prevention is easier than a cure. To retain the dog after it has formed a behavior pattern will take many
more repetitions than it would have had the dog initially been trained to respond to quiet cues. With any command, say it once in a
firm and quiet voice, then enforce it. Do not repeat it while you’re enforcing it, as that leads to the while counting thing
again. That’s one big reason we rarely use verbal commands in our training; we get the dog to do what we want, develop a patter of
learned behavior, and then give the cue a name after the dog is doing it correctly and consistently. This means spending a lot of time
on the checkcord and never verbally asking the dog to come unless you have the checkcord in your hand and can enforce the command. When the dog does come to you, quietly give your verbal command, but say it just one time.
“most of the time, all the talking we do around our dogs is done more for our benefit than theirs”
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Dogs aren’t born speaking English; most of the time, all the talking we do around our dogs is done more for our benefit than
theirs. And when the voice is used constantly, it becomes background noise to the dogs, and they learn to ignore it. Again, we’ve
desensitized them to our voice by using a lot of meaningless chatter. Have you ever been around a person who talks nonstop about
nothing and you can’t get a word in edgewise? Think about not being that person around your dog. Desensitizing is trained through
more forms than just verbal commands, too. The physical cues we give can also be overdone to the point that the dogs disregard the
first cue or wait for a stronger one because they’ve learned the first won’t be enforced. This is usually a result of the cue being increased so gradually that the dog has no reason to respond. Always start soft but if you need more, get your point across and then go
right back down to a soft touch with your cues. Don’t nag, either. It’s sort of like the radio in your car: When you’re on a long trip
by yourself and you’ve got the radio or CD player on, the tendency is to gradually turn it up a little at a time because it sounds better
and covers the road noise. Then you arrive your destination and shut the engine off without turning the volume back down, and
when you get back in and start the engine, the radio is so loud it almost knocks you out of your seat. The volume was turned up so
gradually you didn’t notice how loud it had become. Similarly, there are going to be times in training when you need to “turn up the
volume” – turn it up fast to “loud” then go all the way back down to the softest cue. This teaches the dog to respond to a quiet cue
because the loud one is unpleasant and is a correction rather than a normal cue. And you won’t desensitize your dog in the process.
When we use physical cues, whether it’s with our hands or body language, a lead, the checkcord, a whistle, or an e-collar, we need to
start soft. If more is needed to make a correction, don’t increase the cue so gradually the dog doesn’t notice; instead, turn the
“volume” up, and make your point, then go back to a quiet cue. It’s easy to pick out a dog that has been desensitized. They typically
do one of two things: act a bit fearful and look at their handler almost constantly, or ignore the handler and do whatever they
want. The first come from being too controlling and heavy-handed; the second come from not enforcing commands after one cue.
Desensitizing is trained through more forms than just verbal commands, too. The physical cues we give can also be overdone to the
point that the dogs disregard the first cue or wait for a stronger one because they’ve learned the first won’t be enforced. This is usually a result of the cue being increased so gradually that the dog has no reason to respond. Always start soft but if you need more, get
your point across and then go right back down to a soft touch with your cues. Don’t nag, either. It’s sort of like the radio in your
car: When you’re on a long trip by yourself and you’ve got the radio or CD player on, the tendency is to gradually turn it up a little at
a time because it sounds better and covers the road noise. Then you arrive your destination and shut the engine off without turning
the volume back down, and when you get back in and start the engine, the radio is so loud it almost knocks you out of your
seat. The volume was turned up so gradually you didn’t notice how loud it had become. Similarly, there are going to be times in
training when you need to “turn up the volume” – turn it up fast to “loud” then go all the way back down to the softest cue. This
teaches the dog to respond to a quiet cue because the loud one is unpleasant and is a correction rather than a normal cue. And you
won’t desensitize your dog in the process. When we use physical cues, whether it’s with our hands or body language, a lead, the
checkcord, a whistle, or an e-collar, we need to start soft. If more is needed to make a correction, don’t increase the cue so gradually
the dog doesn’t notice; instead, turn the “volume” up, and make your point, then go back to a quiet cue. It’s easy to pick out a dog
that has been desensitized. They typically do one of two things: act a bit fearful and look at their handler almost constantly, or ignore
the handler and do whatever they want. The first come from being too controlling and heavy-handed; the second come from not
enforcing commands after one cue.The end product of desensitizing is a dog that exhibits boredom, confusion, or fear (and fear includes bolting and running away). Slow down, take your time to teach the dog what you want, and don’t be in a hurry to name the
commands. When you do name them, be consistent and quiet. Give a command once, and then back it up with a non-verbal correction. Less is more. Train and handle your dog with that short phrase in mind. Teach your dog to respond to a quiet cue the first
time so you don’t desensitize it, and you’ll spend a lot more time hunting and a lot less time correcting.
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The Versatile Companion

Special points of
interest:
• Headliner
• Top Dog
• Test Results
• Upcoming Events
• Hunting Pictures
• AKC Hunt Test

Treasure’s Report:
Beginning Bal 1,368.26
Expenses

11.38

Deposits

120.00

Ending Bal

Inland Empire Chapter hosted its first ever hunt test at San Jacinto Wildlife Area and Elsinore ponds. It was two days of Utility and Natural Ability dogs.
It was a success on several levels. Big thanks to the handlers and owners for stepping up to train and test their dogs. They all put on a show! Special thanks to
our judging crew: David Holley from Idaho, David Trahan from New Hampshire
and Ruth Weiss from Julian, California. Mike Shepherd, test secretary, organized
the volunteers and test paper work. Carol Cronk put on a delicious lunch buffet.
Jim Bellmeyer for acquiring the permission from the sheriffs department to run at
Elsinore ponds and was a huge help doing everything under the sun to make the
test run smoothly. Cliff and Sandy Fleming put on a great dinner for the judges
on Sunday night. Brett Marek and Gabriel Awbrey, Field Marshalls, kept every
handler on their toes and ready for their events. Kirk Gilliand, Mike Orr and
Tony Ashtron for gunning in the field.

1,476.88

Club Assets:
Non At This Time

Litter Announcement:

Inside this issue:
Calendar

2

President’s Message

3

Member At Large

3

Test Results

4

Training Day Pictures 5
Club Pictures

VC Mio Vom Beaver Creek

X

Owned by Juan and Carlos Hernandez are
proud to announce the birth of nine GSP
puppies (3 females, 6 males). Accepting deposits to hunting and NAVHDA homes.

5
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Schedule of
Events
• Dec. 3-4 AKC Hunt

December 2011

Test @ Cal City

• Dec 3rd Inland Em-

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

pire Training Day

• 1/20-22/11

San Diego Chapter
hosts the NAVHDA
Annual meeting @
The Dana Resort

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3
Inland Empire

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

16

17

22

23

24

29

30

31

Guido’s T.D.

11

12

13

14
Guido’s T.D.

18

19

20

21
Guido’s T.D.

25

26

27

28
Guido’s T.D.

AKC Hunt Test Results
Big week of during Thanksgiving with our chapter members showing up to the
AKC hunt test at San Jacinto Nov. 19th, 20th, 26th, 27th. Carol Cronk passed
her not so little boy, Cash, in Juniors. Cliff Flemming earned two legs of Masters
on Drake and Mike Shepherd earned three legs of Masters on Daisy. Great showing for our chapter.
This month Cliff Fleming and Mike Shepherd went up to Cal City to compete in
the a double header AKC hunt test. Both learned a lot and Mike and Daisy finished one more leg of Master’s.
While up there Cliff and Mike ran into and spoke with Terry Petro from Minnesota who is a Purina Rep and also so senior director of judges within NAVHDA.
Just goes to show how small of a world it really is...
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President’s Message from Cliff Fleming
I’m finally hunting my dogs that are trained. It wasn’t too long ago that I was
chasing my 2 pups, Jazz and Drake, around with check cords hanging off their collars and wondering if I was going to catch them before nightfall. (Throwing the
hat trick wasn’t working – they had learned that game) Chasing meadowlarks and
tweeties was their purpose in life on those early forays.
Finally, after many months of hard work and consistent training and knowledge
gleaned from my more experience NAVDHA buddies, our first real hunting season has rolled around. I’ve watched Drake and Jazz point and retrieve wild birds
to hand. Jazz busted through the Salton Sea muck to retrieve ducks for me. This
has to be one of the biggest feelings of accomplishment that I could have as a
hunter and dog owner.
Just a word of encouragement to our new members that have young pups or new
dogs to train - with patience and consistent training, you will have the same feeling
of accomplishment.

Hunting Pictures
We are soliciting
articles, pictures,
and personal anecdotes for our upcoming newsletter. Your
contributions would
most certainly be
welcomed

Dennis Zamora, not shown in picture is Brett Marek and Dennis Eckenrow, with
Great Oak’s Take Aim and Great Oak’s Wild One in Imperial Valley with four
rooster pheasants. On another day, Dennis shot several ducks and a limit of California Quail some where in Riverside county.
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Test Day
Congratulations to all the handlers for a job well done. Our chapter members
came out in support to help and that made for a well run and quick two days.
All the dogs were spectacular in the field and water for the weekend.
Saturday’s Results
Flemings Jazmin

GS

Prize None

Shep’s Daisy

GS

Prize III/192

Ten Oak’s Flaming Arrow

PP

Prize I/202

Fleming’s Drake

GS

Prize I/202

Great Oak’s Hallow Point

GS

Prize III/178

Briarfields Autumn Connection

GS

Prize II/103

Great Oak’s Daisy Cutter

GS

Prize I/112

Great Oak’s Nitro

GS

Prize III/98

K Nines Beau Buford

BR

Prize I/112

Hanson’s Winsome Piper

WM

Prize III/84

Alpine Abby Express

GS

Prize I/112

Spinfandel Torquato Tasso

SP

Prize I/112

Sunday’s Results
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July 3rd, 2011

The Versatile Companion

Special points of
interest:
• President’s Message
• Calendar

Importance of Homing Pigeons

• New Member

By Gabriel Awbrey

• Quotes of the Month
• Chapter Photos
• Litter Announcements
• Training Tip

Treasure’s Report:
Beginning Bal
Expenses

Last summer, I saw the need to use homing pigeons for all the
training I do in my local area. So with the help of my father, we
set out to build a pigeon coupe (8’ X 4’). Just under $200
hundred dollars in material and a little manual labor we finished it in two days.
Our chapter is lucky enough to have Cliff Fleming to provide us with Homers, but they
have been in high demand this past year. I thought I would take a stab at building and
maintaining my own Homers. It hasn’t been easy. I have had some die off. A coupe of
this size can only handle about a dozen birds. The real trick is getting the Homers to
“home” in on the cage and this is a task I have wet to accomplish. I will keep you
informed of my progress.

Deposits
Ending Bal

Club Assets:
Non At This Time

Inside this issue:

Top Dog

Calendar

2

President’s Message

3

Great Oak’s Ricochet AKA “Coco” owned and
handled by Tim Dalton from Garden Grove

Hunt Test

3

Eye On The Prize

4

will be joining Brett Marek, Carlos and Juan
Hernandez and Ericka Dennis to the 2011 Invitational in Ohio. She has been a reliable hunting companion and house dog. Coco just had

Litter Announcement 4
Club Pictures

5

Stopping On Scent 6-7

a litter of puppies in April and has bounced
back to train at full tilt. Tim has a cool collective demeanor to handler Coco this fall. Good
Luck!
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Schedule of
Events
• 7/2 Inland Empire

Training Day @ San
Jacinto

July 2011
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

• 7/9-10/11 Han-

dler’s Clinic @ TBA

Fri

Sat

1

2
Inland Empire
T.D.

• 7/17 So Cal Train-

ing Day @ Prado

• 7/24 San Diego Pic-

3

4

5

Sunday Guido Dei
and the Southern
California chapter
members meet at
Prado for additional
training

10 Inland

11

17

18

• 10/8-9/11 Inland

24/31

San Diego Chapter
hosts the NAVHDA
Annual meeting @
The Dana Resort

8

13

9 Inland Empire Handler’s
Clinic

14

15

16

21

22

23

Guido’s T.D.

Future Dates

• 1/20-22/11

12

Empire Handler’s Clinic

So Cal Training
Day

Empire Chapter Test
@ San Jacinto

7

Guido’s T.D.

nic @ TBA

• Every Wednesday &

6

19

20
Guido’s T.D.

25

26

27

Inland

Empire T. D.

28

29

30

Guido’s T.D.

Training Tip By Brett Marek (Training Coordinator)
There are many different reasons we train; dog trials, breeding, or the personal satisfaction of having a well trained hunting dog. Goal setting however is more than simply scribbling some ideas on a piece of paper. Our goals need to be complete and focused. I like
to use SMART goals as a guideline:
S-Specific M-Measurable A-Attainable R-Realistic T-Timely
I encourage you to pick up a pen and piece of paper and jot down the goals you want to
reach. Look at each goal and evaluate it. Make any changes necessary to ensure it meets
the criteria for SMART goal setting.
If you want a NA prize, you might break it down into the sections of the trail. Then divide each section into smaller goals. For example:
Tracking. Week 1-Drag a pheasant on a short cord behind you (bird and human scent)
with increasing distances. Week 2-Drag the pheasant between two check cords, eliminating human scent. Week 3-Release a live pheasant, simulating the test conditions.
(continued on pg. #3)
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President’s Message from Cliff Fleming

Cliff Fleming
President

Quote
“This bird is too big
for my dog to carry”
Unknown Handler

Foxtail, snakes, hot weather…these are the not so fun things we and our dogs get to deal
with out here in the Southern California Desert. My veterinarian has volunteered to do
a presentation on prevention of these hazards at one of our upcoming training days.
We’re shooting for our next training day but it depends on his schedule. We’ll probably
have his presentation after we train in the morning – around 10:30 or 11:00 AM. Hope
you all can attend. It should be very informative and definitely worthwhile. I should have
all the details worked out by the end of next week and will let you know as soon as I get
everything confirmed.
We had some great training days in the month of June, and we have our upcoming Handler’s Clinic on July 9th and 10th. I really look forward to seeing everyone at the Clinic,
as well as the opportunity this presents to learn more about handling my dogs in
NAVHDA events. I hope to see you all at the Clinic and Training Days in July. Enjoy
your summer!

Continued Training Tip pg. #2
Some goals may be easier to achieve and others. Reviewing and revising your goals will
allow you to work on areas that need improvement. Visualize the completed goal, see
your dog tracking the pheasant and presenting the game to you. Go to different training
days and look for other dogs already doing a track. Reward yourself and your dog for
achieving a goal. Play fetch, go for a bike ride, or go swimming. Remember, the more
focused you are on your goals the more likely you are to accomplish them.

Inland Empire Hunt Test
The test will be upon us soon October 8th and 9th at San Jacinto Wildlife Area
and Elsinore Ponds. Please check our website for directions or contact the test secretary
Mike Shepherd. We have approval from the International to hold a full test for both
days. We already have dogs for the Utility, Utility Preparatory and Natural Ability. It will
be an exciting weekend for the chapter and handlers. There should be a great turn out
among members from our sister chapters So Cal and San Diego.
Senior judge is David Trahan from Maine. This will be his first time out to the
west coast and our local judge Ruth Weiss will also be in attendance. We will be searching for a third judge shortly.
Good luck handlers and owners! Remember to train but not over train. Call
other members for advice and assistance in training. No one does it alone! Keep everything in perspective. These tests are designed to help you in training the dog and handler
to hunt more effectively. So after the reading of the score cards take the time to ask
where the holes in the handler or the dog are.
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Training Day

Inland Empire Training Day July 2nd @ San Jacinto

Barry with his Ginger a 4 month old GSP female learning the ropes of pointing

Clint with his new Pudelpointer, Jazmin pointing with backing dog in the distance, John steadying up a client’s GWP

Carol Cronk’s Candi female GSP pointing in a brace with John Fine’s Beau backing.
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Stopping On Scent
By Sharon Potter and Rick Smith

First Published in Pointing Dog Journal

Scent is one of the truly fascinating things about dogs: Their whole world revolves around their noses. If there were
some way we could put ourselves in a dog’s body long enough to discover what it’s like to receive so much information from one little sniff, what an incredible experience that would be! The very best tracking dogs have the capability to track human scent from something as minuscule as skin cells flowing through a car’s ventilation as it speeds
down the highway. The power of the canine nose is beyond amazing.
What’s really amazing, however, is that knowing what we do know about a dog’s scenting ability, many people still
don’t trust it to find birds. Humans project their limits onto their dogs and want them to get in close enough to the
bird that they could find it without the dog, rather than trusting the dog to use its wondrous nose and stop on
scent. Kind of defeats the purpose of having a dog, doesn’t it?
A good bird dog should stop on scent, and that means first scent – not waiting until it gets stronger. The closer the
dog gets to the bird, the likelier it is the bird will flush, and that cost us the shot in most cases. Bumping or spooking
a bird and making it run is not conducive to shooting opportunities. Anything a dog does that costs us a shot, the dog
should not have done.
There are a lot of variables that can change the way a dog gins and uses scent. Hot, dry conditions make scenting
tougher; cool and damp are better. Strong, gusty winds can play havoc with scent, and adding hilly terrain can make
it even more difficult due to the wind shifts. A light, steady breeze makes conditions better. These are just a few of
the factors that affect the way a dog locates birds by scent.
We want the dog to be totally immobile, because any movement runs the risk of telling the bird where the predator
is. That stiff tail and high head aren’t just for good looks and style; they have a purpose. The tail held rigidly is less
likely to give away the dog’s location to the bird, and the high head picks up scent if the bird should move or the
wind shifts. Stopping on scent means complete and total immobility. No head movements, no whining or barking,
no flagging of the tail.
What if a dog loses scent while on point? It happens often. The wind may shift and cause the scent ot change direction, but many times if the dog remains in place, the wind will come back around again the dog will pick it back
up. If the bird hasn’t moved but the dog relocates because it lost scent, that bird is more likely to flush.
What about a bird that moves or runs? A dog will act differently if the bird is on the move. You’ll see the dog’s
head and/or eyes follow the bird as it moves, and then it’s your call as to when to the dog should relocate. This is
where knowing your dog’s body language is invaluable. In either case, a dog will often start slowly flagging its tail
when it loses scent.
There is one important exception to stopping on scent, however, and that in honoring or backing. Scent is not required for a dog to honor another dog’s point. This is visual alone, although it is not uncommon for the backing
dog to pick up scent after it has stopped. When a dog sees another dog on point, it must stop immediately as soon as it sees
the other dog. The dog holding point has the location of bird scent, the backing dog does not, and so the backing dog
has to follow the lead of the pointing dog so it won’t risk spooking and bumping the bird.
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To train a dog to stop at initial scent means that, first and foremost, the dog has to understand birds and bird
smells. This means introducing the dog to plenty of birds and building prey-chase drive. Sure, the visual of a bird
running or flying is great for getting a dog excited, but the dog also learns to use its nose to find more of these fun,
feathered, flying things. And that’s what we’re after. We want an excited dog that really wants to find birds, and
since dogs glean information from their noses, that’s how they learn to locate prey.
We like to give our young puppies plenty of birds to play with, teaching them about bird scent and how much fun
birds are. Turning a littler of pups loose with a life quail or two can really build their desire and give them an exciting
introduction to bird scent.
How do we teach our dogs to stop on scent? By first teaching them to stand still without any bird scent present. This
is learned by training for “whoa” with the whoa-post and training table. If a dog can’t stand still without distractions,
expecting it to stand when there are birds around is not likely to happen.
Checkcording a dog into birds is a great way to teach stopping on scent. You’ve got control of the dog and can give it
the best possible chance to get into the scent cone. Always check cord a dog into a bird from the downwind side,
working back and forth across the wind. This gives the dog maximum change to gain scent. Remember: A dog has
to inhale to take in scent, so zigzagging across the wind fives the dog multiple chances to inhale within the scent
cone. Also remember that scent rises and spread as it dissipates, so try to keep the dog’s head up.
Many young and inexperienced dogs won’t want to use their noses – they want to go in and see the bird. Don’t allow it, or
you’ll create a hard habit to break. If you’ve already introduced them to birds, checkcording into scent will be more successful. Also, don’t talk to them. Let them work out the scent on their own. Talking is just an additional distraction they don’t
need. Let them keep their focus on the birds.
Watch your dog carefully for signs that it has scent. A dog that gets birdy will act more excited. The tail may wag rapidly, the
ears may perk up, and the dog will want to go toward the source of that wonderful smell. As you’re checkcording your dog,
watch closely for these signs so you can gently stop the dog when it acts birdy. When you stop the dog, your goal should be to
do it without distracting it from the scent and the bird. Be sure you remember where you planted the bird, and pay attention
to the wind direction so you can work it across the downwind side. Your goal is to stop the dog when it begins to act
birdy. Do not allow the dog to creep in closer, and don’t be tempted to guide the dog in closer. Remember, the dog is the
one with nose; don’t teach your dog to go in any closer than it needs to in order to catch scent.
Dogs that try to point too close of slight end up flushing most of their birds prematurely, and that cost us shots. It’s got to be
a partnership, wit each doing their job. The dog’s job is to point and hold the birds; our job is to shoot them.
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Birds, Birds, Birds!

• Calendar

By Gabriel Awbrey

• New Member

We are accepting stories, pictures and local
advertising and sponsors.

I’ve only known Cliff Fleming for over a year now and I’m starting to realize
he’s the real deal. Cliff’s a small town Iowa farmer boy and that alone explains a
lot. He has strong family values, hard work ethic and loves animals. Noah’s
Ark didn’t have as many creatures as Cliff has on his property. Let’s see he has
four German Shorthaired Pointers, one black Labrador, four goats, thirty
homing pigeons, six chickens and come to find out at last months training day
he was raising four hundred Bobwhite Quail. Cute little things. “Where are
you going to keep them”? I asked. He said, “I’m going to build a pen.” I
thought to myself it’s going to have to be a big pen. Cliff doesn’t disappoint.
He build that flight pen in two weeks with the help from his long time hunting
partner Mike Shepherd. Darrel and Tim Dalton and I clipped on the netting
on one side of the pen but it was small job in comparison. All the grunt work
goes to Cliff and Mike. Good Job Men! I did notice and asked why he built
two doors. He said one side for the Butler Bobwhites, a larger species of
Bobwhites, and the other for the hundred and twenty Mallard ducks that he
ordered. Way to go! Cliff. I lost count now.

Inside this issue:

Top Dog:

• Quotes of the Month
• Chapter Photos
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Ending Bal

Solicitation:
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2

President’s Message
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4

Eye On The Prize

4

Chapter Protocol

4

Club Pictures

5

Puppyhood

6-7

Fleming’s Daisy is a 2 year old GSP
female owned and handled by Mike
Shepherd. Daisy comes from field
trial lines and her range and stamina proves it. She recently earned a
Natural Ability Prize I/110 at the
Backcountry NAVHDA test last
October. Mike and Daisy look forward to their advance training.
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Schedule of
Events
• 6/4 Inland Empire

Training Day @ San
Jacinto

June 2011
Sun

Mon

Tue

• 6/18 So Cal Train-

ing Day @ Prado

• 6/12 San Diego

Training Day @
McCoy Ranch

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

Guido’s T.D.

5 Inv. Training 6

7

@ San Jacinto

8

Inland

Empire T.D.

9

10

11

16

17

18

Guido’s T.D.

• 6/26 Cattail Plant-

ing @ Prado
w/So Cal Chapter

12

13

14

15
Guido’s T.D.

So Cal T.D.

• Every Wednesday &

Sunday Guido Dei
and the Southern
California chapter
members meet at
Prado for additional
training

Future Dates

19

20

21

Father’s Day

26

Workday

22

23

24

25

Guido’s T.D.

27

28

29

30

@ Prado

• 7/9-10/11 Han-

dler’s Clinic @ TBA

• 10/8-9/11 Inland

Empire Chapter Test
@ TBA

• 1/20-22/11

San Diego Chapter
hosts the NAVHDA
Annual meeting @
The Dana Resort

Carol Cronk
Treasurer

Training Tip By Brett Marek (Training Coordinator)
In order for your training to be successful, it is important to have the proper equipment. I
keep a five gallon white bucket in my truck filled with essential training supplies. The
bucket not only serves as a container for my supplies, but also as a training tool. For
example, when you are practicing line drills, surround the bucket with retrieving dummies.
This will create a reference point for your dog and can be transferred to other phases of
your training. When training days don’t go as planned, your best bet is being prepared.
Most of the equipment on the bucket list can be obtained for around one hundred dollars
(except the E Collar) from Ugly Dog or Lion Country Supplies.
White Bucket
Collar (leather or plastic)
Wonder Lead (pinch collar)
Whoa Post
Check Cord
Retrieving Dummies
Leash
E Collar
Pigeon Anchor
Poop bags, hammer, gloves, blank pistol, game bag or vest, bird bag, hand
sanitizer
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President’s Message from Cliff Fleming

Cliff Fleming
President

Mike Shepherd
Vice President

Just sitting here working on this message for our second news letter and
thinking about how quickly time passes. Our first big event, The Handlers
Clinic, is now just a little over a month away. That just leaves a handful of organized training days to get our dogs ready for our chapter’s hunt test in October. I encourage all of you, especially our new dog owners. to make every training day and take advantage of the knowledge our experienced handlers offer.
Down to some business, we need some volunteers for the Handlers Clinic July
9th & 10th to help set up, plant birds, serve lunches etc. If you can help in any
way, please contact Mike Shepherd. A couple of you were able to attend So Cal
Chapter’s Fun Hunt Test which sounds like it was a lot of fun and a successful
fundraiser. At our board meeting, we discussed doing something similar. I’ll
bring this up at our short meeting on training day and get some feedback from
everybody about doing our own event. We will also set future training dates.
One last note I want to thank our officers Brett, Gabby, Mike, Jim and Carol
for taking time out of their busy weekend to discuss chapter business, and a special thanks to Carol for keeping us organized.
See you all soon, have fun training and enjoy your dogs!

Quote
“My dog does this
perfect at home”
Unknown Handler

Jim Bellmeyer
Secretary

Handler’s Clinic by Gabriel Awbrey
Last training day at Cliff’s house after the luncheon the officers held a board
meeting and decided that we should host a handler’s clinic. We were advised by
Ruth and Greg Weiss that it would benefit our chapter members and handlers
on what to expect and how to prepare for all three levels with in the NAVHDA
testing system. The date we came up with was July 9th and 10th and the location
will be at Prado Dog Park. The event will most likely start when the gates open
at 7:30 am and be prepared to pay the park fee of $15 dollars. NAVHDA International has some guide lines to this event and they are that we limit the clinic to
twenty handlers and they choose the clinic leader. So Mike Shepherd found out
it will be Phil Swain from Oregon. That’s a good thing because I’ve know Phil
for as long as I’ve been involved in NAVHDA.
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Eye On The Prize by editor
We are a new chapter. But we have members with a variety of experiences in hunting, training, competitions, hunt tests, field trials and conformation shows. So we
bring a lot to the table already. As most of the chapter members will train for the
Natural Ability, Utility Preparatory and Utility tests. This is a unique moment for
our new chapter because we have two members who are going to this years Invitational in Ohio. Brett Marek with Great Oak’s Wild One and Tim Dalton with
Great Oak’s Ricochet. In the months to come we will need to help them get
ready. Remember as we help them, they in turn will help and advise us. Good
Luck Brett and Tim!

New Members
John
Yuciapa, CA
Professional Dog Trainer — On Point
Kennels

Kraig Dix & Leila
Webmaster

Chapter Training Day (Guidelines and Protocol)
•

Dogs are to be under control at all times (leash rule is in effect)

•

Everyone in the field must wear blaze orange hat, t-shirt or vest and have
completed a hunter safety class or have a hunting license, shotguns must be
break open only

•

Children are to be supervised and remain within the designated parking
area at all times

•

No Alcohol on premises

Brett Marek & Beau
Training Coordinator
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Training Day

Dogs behaving badly

Brett Marek demonstrating force fetch on Fleming’s Daisy

Great Oak’s Ricochet backing Great Oak’s Hallow Point.

Fleming’s Jazmin demonstrating line retrieve

Carlos Hernandez with Beau, Mio and Star flushing a chukar.

Great Oak’s Wild One (NA 112/I, UT 204/I, MH)

(L to R) Great Oak’s Wild One, Sharpshooter’s Prima Donna, Mio Vom Beaver Creek practicing for the field portion of the Invitational.
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Puppyhood and Puppy Development: Immaturity vs. Capability
By Sharon Potter and Rick Smith

First Published in Pointing Dog Journal

You’ve waited for weeks for this day, maybe even months. At last, your new puppy is old enough to take its place in your home,
your family, and your heart. In all their innocent and youthful exuberance, puppies have no idea what a heavy burden they are
carrying – and most of us don’t realize we’ve placed it upon them. That cute little ball of fur is carrying our hopes, dreams, and
expectations. Whether it’s your first puppy or your tenth, the fact remains that we have a pretty good idea of what we expect him
to do for us as an adult dog. Sometimes those expectations are the result of trying to replace an old dog that we’ve lost, or they
may be thoughts of having a dog we admire, or perhaps we have dreams of winning in competition. Whatever the reason, we’ve
unwittingly put our new puppy in the difficult position of fulfilling our dreams. Can this puppy do all that? Assuming that we
did our homework before we decided on this particular puppy, the answer is yes. Before we go any further, let’s explain what we
mean by homework. First of all, does our puppy have the right genetic material to please us? That depends on what we want. If
the parents were high-powered, bug-running competition dogs and we want to compete in field trials, then yes, there’s the genetic
material available for our puppy to succeed. If we want that same puppy to hunt very close on foot, we’ve probably set ourselves
up for disappointment. The reverse can be true if mamma and daddy were good, solid, close-working pleasure-hunting dogs and
we expect something different from Junior. That’s not the puppy’s fault – it can only use what was bred into it. The puppy can
only have the genetic potential provided y the pedigree. The rest is left up to us, as owners, handlers, and trainers of our young
protégée. When choosing a pup, have a vision in mind of what the end product will be, and keep that vision in mind throughout
the dog’s training. Use it as an end goal to work toward. The important part here is to keep it a vision rather than an instant demand. Getting to that end result takes time, patience, and training. Too often, expecting three-year-old behavior at 12 weeks or 12
months ruins a good puppy.
Learning By Experience
One of the most critical mistakes made with puppies is not allowing them to learn by experience. Every experience comes with a
“first time,” and there’s no way around letting them learn. Don’t deprive your dog of the consequences of its behavior! This is
the best way for our puppies to develop good thinking skills, and by overprotecting and over controlling them, we teach them to
not use their brain. It’s kind of like rearing kids: You can tell them the stove is hot, and even pull their hand away, but eventually
they will touch it; and at that point, they will find out what “hot” means. As our puppy gets older (to the “teenager stage”) at
around eight to 12 months, the lessons become harder. This of telling your teenager not to speed when driving the car. If he’s
like most of us, the lesson will come in the form of a speeding ticket, and having to pay for his mistake out of his own pocket will
make a valuable impression. Again, we repeat: Do not cheat your dog of the consequences of its behavior. (Please not that there
are times to make an exception, such as running after cars or onto the road.) While you’re allowing your puppy to learn by experience, you do have some level of control over what those experiences are and in what order they are presented to your puppy.
We’ve found that doing a good job of socializing puppies and letting them explore as their world expands allows them to learn
with confidence. One extremely important experience that is often introduced way too soon is gunfire. This usually happens due
to human impatience: “Let’s make sure he’s not gunshy.” If you have to see if he’s gunshy, you’ll probably be responsible for making him gunshy! Loud noises need to be introduced carefully, and preferably combined with another distraction so the puppy
doesn’t focus on the noise. Introduction a pup to gunfire should be the last thing on your list of things to do. If you take the
time to do the socialization and allow the puppy to learn, gunfire will be no big deal. On the flip side, if you rush the introduction to gunfire, you may create the very same fear you are trying to prevent. You cannot make a mistake by going too slow!
Control and Domination
Expecting mature adult behavior from an immature dog will guarantee failure. One thing we see far too often is too much control
of domination on the part of the people around the puppy. When we say control and domination, we’re not talking about basic
obedience. Basic obedience is what makes any dog a good citizen, both in the field and in the house. Too mush control and
domination, on the other hand, refers to telling the puppy what to do every second and trying to make it into a robot. One of
the finest qualities a good bird dog can have is the ability to think on its own. We want a dog to go and hunt for birds, and this
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requires a level of independent thinking. A puppy that has been controlled too much will wait for you to tell him where the birds
are, and if you knew that, you wouldn’t need a dog! When a puppy has been totally controlled, it will grow up thinking that everything they do will be directed by a human – they will always look to that person and wait for directions. This is great for an obedience dog but not what we’re looking for in a gun dog. We’d rather have an independent dog that will go after a crippled bird on
its own as opposed to a dog that waits for us to tell it what to do and where to go to find that wounded game. We want a trained
dog that can and will think.
Fostering Leadership
The kind of control we do want with our puppies is leadership. Dogs, just like people, need and want to have structure in their
lives. They want to belong to the pack. Puppies, just like people, want to look up to and follow a leader who is confident, efficient,
consistent, and organized. This gives them a feeling of security. What can we do to encourage this feeling of leadership? Puppies
want to learn, and the basis for their thinking for the rest of their lives is formed during the first six months. If a puppy thinks it
can do what it wants, whenever it wants, with whatever it wants at three months of age, it will have the same thoughts as a threeyear-old adult dog. Our leadership begins with making our puppy secure with our control. The best way to start this process is by
simply holding your puppy. When we pick up a puppy, we cradle it gently in our arms. Usually the pup will wiggle and squirm,
and while they do, we simply continue to hold them, gently yet firmly. It’s not necessary to say or do anything else at this moment:
just let the pup work it out while you hold it. Once the puppy settles down and is quiet and still, we will gently set it down. This
teaches the puppy at a very early age that we are the Alpha in their pack, and they will submit to our leadership. Another important step in asserting our leadership is teaching puppies not to jump up on us. Jumping is a form of dominant behavior, and while
it may be cute at three months and a few pounds, it’s a nuisance at three years and 80 pounds! Our preferred way of eliminating
the jumping is to tap, very gently, on the toes of the hind feet as the puppy starts to jump up. Don’t try to step hard or squash their
toes; the objective is respect, not pain. After a few episodes of this, your puppy will come close to you and pause, waiting for you to
reach for it, without jumping up. We start this at eight weeks, since it is much easier to prevent a bad habit than fix one later. If
we are consistently calm and steady in our behavior around our puppies, they will become secure in our leadership. If something
happens that frightens them, use the same calming technique we described above. Don’t overreact of panic, since an out-of-control
leader is the last thing they need at that moment. Often, if something is new or scary, your puppy will look to you to see how you
are reacting, and will take their cue from you. If you act confident, they will be confident. Even if you are nervous about something, don’t let on that you feel that way. Always act as if everything is fine. On the other hand, if you tell your pup by your actions
and attitude that the world is a scary place, you will raise a spooky puppy.
Puppies can learn to be tied on the chain gang as early as eight weeks. This is usually the first time they are restricted; but given
time to adjust, they will learn that being restricted is okay and that life can be an adventure wherever they are.
Chain Gang
Another valuable training tool that can be utilized is the puppy dragline. This is a short piece of rope about three feet long attached to a correctly fitted collar, or it can be tied around the puppy’s neck, fitted the same as a collar so it can’t slip off. (NEVER
use a slipknot that can tighten and choke!) The line allows the puppy freedom to roam around, while at the same time getting it
used to having a rope around its legs and the feel of a pull on the neck. Puppies in a group will lead-beak one another, since the
dragging rope is just begging to be picked up and pulled on; few pups can resist the temptation to grab that rope as it goes past
them. They have a good time and a big adventure while learning that a tug on their neck means give in, go along. This makes leading lessons much easier, since the pups don’t intimidate one another when playing this little game. As you train your new puppy,
have realistic expectations and make plans in small steps, with the final goal in mind. Don’t expect mature behavior in an immature dog. Let your puppy have a childhood full of leadership, learning, and fun, and your final product will be a dog that thinks
but has its energy channeled into working within a successful pack, with you as the leader. The genetics are pre-programmed into
our pups, but we are solely responsible for the rest. Our goal is to utilize and make the most of all the potential that is bread into
our puppies, with the end product being a gun dog that will do us proud.
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The Versatile Companion

Special points of
interest:
• Inland Empire Test
• Top Dog
• President’s Message
• Calendar
• Training Day

Treasure’s Report:
Beginning Bal $1280
Expenses

$240

Deposits

$292

Ending Bal

With the test just a week away, handlers need to make the most of their time and
exposure to water and field events. Natural Ability and Utility handlers should
expose their dogs to Chuckars, Bobwhite Quail and Pheasants in addition to the
field and water locations of Cawston Ponds, Elsinore Ponds and San Jacinto Wildlife Area. Be aware of the possibility of extreme heat. Chapter will place a water
bucket out in the field but be prepared to bring your own water in the field.
One part of the test that most handlers forget to expose their dogs to is the judge’s
evaluation of eyes, coat, teeth and temperament. So at the next training day make
time for people to pet your dog and examine its features.

$1433

Solicitation:
We are accepting stories, pictures and local
advertising and sponsors.

Coat
Inside this issue:
Calendar

2

President’s Message

3

Training Day

4

Water

Teeth

Top Dog: Mudbone Leila of Macela (Vizsla)

Leila is owned and handled by Kraig Dix. Both have been a part
of NAVHDA for over five years first with the San Diego Chapter
and now as a member of the Inland Empire Chapter. Kraig has
tested Leila at the Natural Ability and Utility level and has passed
both successfully. Leila has played an important role in the training of the Invitational dogs as a brace mate in the field. She has
also been successful with AKC hunt test and has a Junior title and
working towards her Master title. Good Luck Leila and Kraig.
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Schedule of Events
• 10/1 San Diego

Training Day

• 10/1 Inland Empire

Training Day @ San
Jacinto Wildlife Area

October 2011
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

• Every Wednesday

Guido T.D. @ Prado

Future Dates
• 1/20-22/2012

NAVHDA Annual
Meeting in San
Diego

2

3

4

5

6

Guido’s T.D.

9

10

11

Test

16

12

13

23/30

14

Guido’s T.D.

17

18

19

24/31

25

26

8
Inland Empire

15 California
Quail Opener

20

Guido’s T.D.

Gabriel Awbrey
Media Editor

7

27

21 Mexico

22

Pheasant
Opener

Duck Opener

28

29

California

Guido’s T.D

Chapter Test

Brett Marek
Training Coordinator

Mike Shepherd is test secretary for our chapter test and is taking down names for
volunteers. Its very important that we have as many members there for our test on
both days as possible. Handlers are so nervous that they really shouldn’t be asked
to step up beyond handling. Some positions that are available are bird planters
and bird cleaners, set up and take down crews.
The chapter will be auctioning off the bird field each day to those who would like
to bid on this the minimum bid will be $50.

Carol Cronk
Treasurer

Chapter decorum for those who have never been to one of these events. Well just
be supportive of those handlers testing and friendly to all our visitors and judges
as always. Our judges will be David Trahan from New Hampshire, David Holley
from Idaho, and Ruth Weiss our local gal.
Please stay the entire day as the scores are read at the end of the day.
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President’s Message from Cliff Fleming

Cliff Fleming
President

A few days ago, we had our training day, a chance for me to meet new members
and see old friends. Now, there’s just a few more days until our chapter’s first
official Utility and Natural Ability tests. I want to thank all our club officers
for the hard work that they have been putting in. I also want to thank all the
chapter members who are stepping forward to volunteer their time and even
camping at our testing grounds overnight, allowing us to get our equipment set
up the day before the test. Somebody mentioned to me that we have a bunch
of really nice people who are not only fun to be around, but also motivated to
step up and help out when needed. I agree!
For our new members, we have some very experienced people who are more
than willing to share their knowledge with you. Please don’t hesitate to ask
questions or ask for assistance if you need help.
Good Luck To All
President of Inland Empire Chapter
Cliff Fleming

Mike Shepherd
Vice President

Kraig Dix
Web Master

Upland and Waterfowl Season
With all this focus on our hunt test, we need to be reminded that hunting season is here. The reports are promising for all game species this year because of
the amount of rain fall. Southern California should be a hot spot for Chuckars,
Quail and Ducks this season so make sure you get out as much as possible. A
few members have Mexico hunting licenses and are bound to do very well in
Mexicali Valley.
Species

Opening Dates

Chukar

October 15th

Quail

October 15th

Ducks

October 22nd

Pheasant

November 12th

Jim Bellmeyer
Secretary
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The Versatile Companion

Special points of
interest:
• Invitational 2011
• Top Dog
• President’s Message
• Calendar
• Invitational Photos

Treasure’s Report:
Beginning Bal $1280
Expenses

$240

Deposits

$292

Ending Bal

This years NAVHDA Invitational in Ohio was nothing short of incredible. There
were three members from our own chapter who attended this event in Steubenville, Ohio at the Mingo Junction Sportsman’s Club. Brett Marek, training coordinator, with Beau (GSP), Gabriel Awbrey, media coordinator, with Coco, (GSP),
owned by Tim Dalton, and a new member Ericka Dennis, and current San Diego
Chapter President, with Regina (BI). Also in attendance were two other members
from the Southern California chapter Carlos and Juan Hernandez with Cora, Mio
and Star (GSP).
The five of us had to qualify our dogs with a prize I Utility score which is no easy
task. Then plan, train, travel, save money and take time off of work to make it all
happen. Most impressive was Carlos and Juan drove out the 36 hours from Orange County to Steubenville, Ohio with their toy trailer and borrowed Polaris
quad from Jeff Morey. Thanks Jeff! Jeff’s faded out camo turn purple by the sun
was a hit for the So Cal crew driving it around Mingo Sportsman’s Club.

$1433

Solicitation:
We are accepting stories, pictures and local
advertising and sponsors.

The Invitational is so difficult that only half of the dogs pass in any given year.
We beat those odds with five passes out of six. (Continued on pg #3)

Inside this issue:

Top Dog: VC Regina Di Cascina Croce

Calendar

2

President’s Message

3

Invitational Photos

4

Ericka Dennis and Regina (Bracco Italiano) had
an impressive test day as both will go down in the
NAVHDA archives as the first Bracco Italiano to
pass the Invitational. Congratulations!
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Schedule of
Events
• 9/15-18 NAVHDA

International Invitational

September 2011
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

• 9/23—25 Southern

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

8

9

10

California Test @
Prado

• 10/1 San Diego

Training Day

4

5

6

7

Guido’s

T.D.

San Diego

T.D.

• 10/1 Inland Empire

Training Day @ San
Jacinto Wildlife Area

11

12

13

14

15

16

Guido’s T.D.

Invitational

@Ohio

21

22

23

24

Southern

California

• Every Wednesday &

Sunday Guido Dei
and the Southern
California chapter
members meet at
Prado for additional
training

Future Dates

18

19

20

Guido’s T.D.

25
Test

26

27

28
Guido’s T.D

• 1/20-22/11

San Diego Chapter
hosts the NAVHDA
Annual meeting @
The Dana Resort

Carol Cronk
Treasurer
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President’s Message from Cliff Fleming

Cliff Fleming
President

Finally-hunting season. - I had a great dove opener getting out with a couple other
chapter members, not only getting my limit of birds but having a great time with
new friends. One of the things I enjoy most about our Club is sharing time and
new experiences with like minded people.
We have two great opportunities for final tune-ups for our pups before the Duck
and Upland openers. First, our next training day is Oct. 1st. Some of us, myself
included, will be training hard for our chapters Utility Test the following week on
the 8th & 9th of Oct. Others will be gearing up for Opening day. That leads me
into the next opportunity to work your pups and have a fun preseason hunt. We
will be auctioning off the bird fields both days. I hope you guys can make it out
and not only support your Club but have a great opportunity to hunt your pups
on a bunch of birds. We also need a couple more volunteers so if any of you can
help out please contact Mike Shepherd.

Mike Shepherd
Vice President

Kraig Dix
Web Master

Jim Bellmeyer
Secretary

(continued)
There were so many accomplishments this past weekend. First, there were four
new handlers who personally trained their own dogs to the pinnacle of the
NAVHDA’s testing system and that is the greatest accomplishment. Carlos Hernandez handled two dogs successfully VC Miracle Mio vom Beaver Creek and VC
Sharp Shooter’s Prima Donna and that is incredible feat. Juan Hernandez handled his dog VC Cora vom Stillwater to a max score of 200/Pass and that places
him in an elite category of handlers. Ericka Dennis is the first handler and owner
to pass the Invitational with a Bracco Italiano. Gabriel Awbrey handled Tim Dalton’s dog, VC Great Oak’s Ricochet, for the first time in a test and passed. What’s
even more incredible is that Natalie Dalton gave birth to Max Allen Dalton an 8.7
lbs boy the same day. Wow! Congratulations to the Dalton family.
There were a lot of great dogs that did not qualify this year, one of which was Beau
and to everyone’s surprise. Brett Marek greatest accomplishment was buying a dog
for $100 from a garage sale in Temecula and handling Great Oak’s Wild One to
an AKC Master Hunter, 2nd place in an AKC Field Trial, NA/112, UT/204 and
re-qualifying for the 2012 Invitational in Iowa. We all look forward to his continued success.
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The Versatile Companion

Special points of
interest:
• New Chapter
• Top Dog
• What can members

expect from our chapter?

• Quotes of The Month
• Upcoming Events

California Has A
New NAVHDA
Chapter
By Gabriel Awbrey

• Hunt Smith Article

Mike Sheppard, Cliff Fleming, Jim Bellmeyer

Treasure’s Report:
Beginning Bal 1,368.26
Expenses

11.38

Deposits

120.00

Ending Bal

1,476.88

Club Assets:
Non At This Time

Top Dog: Great Oak’s Wild One AKA “Beau”

Inside this issue:
Calendar

2

President’s Message

3

Training Tip

4

Eye On The Prize

4

Chapter Expectations 4
Club Pictures
Danger of Anger

It began with an evening phone call from Mike Sheppard who was interested in
training his dog. He and his friend, Cliff Fleming, met with me at San Jacinto
not long after our conversation. I was quickly impressed with them and their
dogs. After several training days, our group numbers soon grew to include Jim
Bellmeyer, Brett Marek, Carol Cronk, Kraig Dix, and Tony Astron. Our increasing numbers may have had to do with the numerous homing pigeons that Cliff
brought every training day. It wasn't long before, they began to ask about testing
their dogs and I told them about the NAVHDA. Cliff, Mike and Jim entered
their dogs in Natural Ability test with the Backcountry. They finished the day
with two prize I and two prize II and from that moment on the chapter was
forged.

5
6-7

Beau is own and handled by Brett Marek . It is fitting that our training coordinator earns the first top dog award in the chapter.
Beau exceeded expectations in the field and at
home. Beau has earned NA I/112, three time
UT score of 200/II, 195/I and 204/I. In the
AKC realm, Beau has earned his Master Hunter
and finished 2nd place in Arizona Field Trail
early this spring.
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Schedule of
Events
• 5/8 Mother’s Day
• 5/15 Southern Cali-

fornia Training Day

• 5/21 San Diego

Training Day

May 2011
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

12

13

14

19

20

21

Guido’s T.D.

• 5/22 Southern Cali-

fornia Fun Hunt

• Every Wednesday &

Sunday Guido Dei
and the Southern
California chapter
members meet at
Prado for additional
training

• 1/20-22/11

San Diego Chapter
hosts the NAVHDA
Annual meeting @
The Dana Resort

8

9

10

Mother’s Day

15

Guido’s T.D.

16

17

So Cal T.D.

22

So Cal

18
Guido’s T.D.

23

24

Fun Hunt

29

11

25

San Diego T.D.

26

Guido’s T.D.

30

31

Force Fetch Demonstration By Ruth Weiss

Ruth Weiss modeling
the proper way to force
fetch. She has been
involved with
NAVHDA for over ten
years. Ruth has an array of experience as a
hunter, dog handler
and judge in the
NAVHDA .
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President’s Message from Cliff Fleming

Cliff Fleming

Thanks to all for making our first official training day under our newly
formed chapter a huge success. A special thanks to Gregg and Ruth Weiss whom
have been invaluable in giving us the funds that kick started us and driving all the
way up here to support us with their knowledge and experience. Thanks to all
who brought food to our first training day, and a special thanks to Brett for the
champagne. It’s great to work with such an outstanding group of diverse individuals who have brought together their unique talents to complete a common
goal. We have experienced hunters and dog handlers and new puppy owners who
are just getting started in hunting and dog training. I especially like the way our
trainers work with our new members, not just showing them how to train their
dogs by working with the dogs themselves, but having our new members work
with their own dogs under their professional guidance. I know from my own experience watching a pro handle my dog and then trying to do it myself without
personalized guidance is not the same. Our next training day is June 4th at San
Jacinto. I encourage all members to share their ideas on how to make our training
day a success. You may contact Brett Marek, training coordinator ,or myself if you
wish to share ideas or just volunteer your help or expertise. My goal for each
training day is to keep things moving and keep everyone involved.

Carol Cronk

Quote
“Gee, My Dog
Has Never Done
That Before!”
Unknown Handler

Jim Bellmeyer, Darrel Dalton, Cliff Fleming, Patrick & wife, Brett Marek, Gabriel Awbrey,
Carol Cronk, Tim Dalton, Tony Astron, Mike Sheppard, Kraig Dix, Greg and Ruth Weiss

Brett Marek

Tim Dalton

Kraig Dix & Mudbone Miss Leila of Macaela finishing a line drill demonstration.
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Eye On The Prize by editor
New members take a careful look at the NAVHDA Aims Test Booklet and read
the purpose of natural ability, utility preparatory and utility test. In the first three
levels of NAVHDA’s testing, there are prize classifications I, II, III and no prize.
One can measure success on a number of levels. Obviously, a high score with a
top prize is great but consider the evaluation of a natural ability level as a measure
of whether the parents of the dog should be bred again or at the utility level where
the handler and dog are in the spectrum of hunting team. The score cards can be
confusing to discern but keep it simple. Train hard with the local chapter and
hunt easy with friends.

Gabby & Daisy

Jim & Libby

New Members
Tim and Darrel Dalton
Garden Grove, CA
Both have German Shorthair Pointers
Coco & Molly

Quote
“If You Have A
Dog, Then You
Have A Dog
Problem”

Chapter Expectation
Our chapter leadership has a responsibility to be inclusive to all levels of handlers
and all versatile breeds. We will provide an array of techniques, methodology
that is humanely sound. We will be provide clear method of communication
through emails, website and newsletters to coordinate hunting, training and testing days.
Our chapter members have a responsibility to be in good standing with international and local dues and be aware of chapter protocol. Training day protocols
include: dogs under control (leash rule in effect), while in the field handlers
where orange blaze hat or vest, gunners use a break open shotgun and have completed a hunter safety course, have a current hunting license and be 18 yrs old
and children are to remain at staging area and under supervision.
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Danger of Anger
By Sharon Potter and Rick Smith

First Published in Pointing Dog Journal

Anger? What on earth does anger have to do with training a bird dog? Good question! And here is the
answer: Absolutely nothing. Anger has no place at all in training: but unfortunately, it is seen all too often. The result is a dog that doesn’t trust the handler and reacts by doing less work to avoid making mistakes. Quite a few of the problems we see with bird dogs – blinking, flagging and crouching, for some examples- have been created by anger and frustration from the handler. A good bird dog will be confident and
bold; a dog trained with anger will not exhibit either of those positive qualities. The Silent Command System rarely uses any voice commands or vocal cues in the early stages of training. One good reason not to
use your voice is that silence inhibits anger. Think about it- what’s the first thing you do when you get frustrated in any situation? For example, you’re driving down the highway and someone passes you and then
cuts you off, forcing you to use the brakes. Or perhaps it’s a driver going 35mph and there’s no room for
you to pass and you’re in a hurry. Do you smile, relax and say, “Oh well, that’s no big deal”? Probably not;
instead you react with frustration, raise your voice, and use some rather colorful and expressive language. The longer the situation goes on, the more frustrated you get, and the louder your voice becomes. While this may be satisfying to a point when you’re behind the wheel, it has not place in dog training because the voice very clearly indicates anger, and anger affects your dog’s ability to trust and learn from
you. The last thing you need is a dog that is afraid to even try to learn or take your direction because it fears
your reaction. If you get angry when trying to teach your dog something new, it’s usually because your are
frustrated that your dog isn’t doing things right. Why is anger bad? Because it creates resistance, fear and
mistrust. The last thing you need is a dog that is afraid to even try to learn or take your direction because it
fears your reaction. If you get angry when trying to teach your dog something new, it’s usually because your
are frustrated that your dog isn’t doing things right. Remember, if the dog doesn’t understand what you
want, it’s because your haven’t explained it clearly enough. That makes it your problem, not your dog’s
problem. You’re the teacher; don’t lose patience with your dog because of a failure to communicate.
Whenever we punish a dog for an incorrect response to something that is has not yet learned, we create
fear. That dog will, after a few angry corrections, be afraid to respond for fear of more corrections. Let’s
look at an example of this from the human perspective: Suppose there is a young child in the first
grade. The subject is math, and the math problem is 2+2. The child says the answer is five and the teacher
says no. Teacher repeats the question and the child guesses six. The teacher smacks to child on the arm
and angrily says, “no”! and asks once again. Cautiously, the child guesses three, and the teacher reaches
out and grasps the child’s shirt collar and shakes the poor kid, shouting, “You are so stupid! How can you
know that the answer is four?” By this time, the kid is afraid to even try to give another answer for fear of
the teacher’s anger and frustration. Okay, so it a bit on an extreme example, but you get the point. As a
parent, would you consider this an appropriate way for your child to learn? What went wrong here? IN this
situation, the fault lies with the teacher, who never bothered to teach the child to count first, than show the
child two objects, add two more, and have the child count again, making it obvious that the correct response is four, showing the student how to arrive at the correct answer. It’s not the pupil’s fault that the
teacher failed to teach. Keep this in mind when you work with your dog. If something’s not going right,
ask your self: Does the dog have the basic knowledge it needs for this to make senses, or do I need to back
up and redo some of the earlier steps? If my dog has the basic knowledge but still doesn’t understand what I
want, how can I break this down into smaller steps and make it more clear
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Remember, if you dog doesn’t understand, it is always the fault of the teacher for not being clear and not
properly preparing the dog for the task. It’s important to recognize where anger comes from so we can
prevent and control it. In training or teaching situations, anger stems mainly from frustration. Why do
we get frustrated? Because we want things to be right and be perfect, and when things don’t go our sway,
we get annoyed. What is important to realize is this: We have the power to make things work our just as
perfectly as we want them to be, if only we will take the time to think it through and do it right. It’s easy
to justify getting frustrated with your dog. After all, they aren’t as smart as we are, so it has to be their
lack of superior intelligence that is the problem, right? Wrong. We humans are the intelligent ones, so
it’s our job to be able to understand the much more simple level our dog is on. The only way to do this
effectively it to leave anger and frustration out of the process altogether. It’s easy to justify getting frustrated with your dog. After all, they aren’t as smart as we are, so it has to be their lack of superior intelligence that is the problem, right? Wrong. We humans are the intelligent ones, so it’s our job to be able
to understand the much more simple level our dog is on. The only way to do this effectively it to leave
anger and frustration out of the process altogether. Always train with no emotion. When you start to
feel frustrated, stop training immediately. Put your dog away, and take some time to think and sort
through what you were doing, figure out what went wrong, and decide what to do to fix it. Think about
what the dog needs to succeed at the lesson, and then determine whether or not you have given the dog
the tools to succeed. Have this plan in mind before you work the dog again. Don’t’ continue working
with your dog while you are angry. If you allow your frustration o take over, it will damage the trust you
have with your dog and set your training back substantially. Training with anger or frustration creates
resistance in you dog. Because of the fear of punishment, the dog will learn to resist the learning process. Once the behavioral pattern of resistance has been set, it is difficult to erase. It can be done – with
infinite patience and a new attitude on the part of the handler – but it is much easier to not create the
problem to begin with. Eliminating your voice from early training will limit your ability to show anger,
and it will allow your dog to learn with confidence. Be careful not to confuse correction with punishment; corrections are applied for behaviors that the dog knows well, and a correction will make sense to
your dog because it already has the knowledge of what is expected. Punishment, on the other hand, is
simply a know-jerk reaction to our frustration; it has no place in training. How can you tell if anger has
affected a dog? Read the dog’s body language. How does the dog react when you reach for it? A dog that
crouches, cringes, pins it ears back and looks down or away, tucks the tail and dies not want it, or does
not want to be approached is showing mistrust. A confident, trusting dog will stand steadily, wagging its
tail and looking up at the handler with a happy expression. If your dog is showing some of these negative
signs, how do you backtrack and try to fix the problem? Go back to the basics and start over as if the dog
has never been trained. Leave all emotion completely out of the picture, and start by expecting nothing.
Take lots of “happy walks,” do a good amount of just petting and handling and do not real work or training, Have no expectations; the only goals at this point is to regain trust, not to train. If anyone is in training at this point, it is the handler! Take, as much time as it takes there is no magic amount of time to
regain trust. Once the dog consistently shows signs of trust and confidence, move on to simple talks such
as heeling on the a lead, and as the dog continues to exhibit trust and confidence in you, gradually move
on the other facets of training. Leave all emotion completely out of the training process. Anger creates
fear and mistrust, and once instilled in a god, it can never be completely erased. I f you to the rehab
work, than lose you temper just one time, all of the dog’s negative reflexes will come right back to the surface. The easiest way to prevent this from happening is to not create the problem the first time
around. Keep all emotion out of your training session.
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